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PRESS RELEASE
Energy Storage Systems

BMZ Group announces cooperation with Hans H. Schive in Norway
BMZ GmbH cooperates in the area of energy storage systems with the Norwegian company
Hans H. Schive, which as the sole Norwegian company becomes the representative for the
energy storage systems (ESS) of the BMZ Group in Norway. The partnership will start in May
2018. "The BMZ Group will further expand its market share in the energy storage market with
the cooperation in Norway. With the company Hans H. Schive we have found an experienced
and reliable battery specialist as a partner ", explains Sven Bauer, CEO & Founder of the BMZ
Group. "We are pleased about the strategic partnership with the BMZ Group, which is one of
the most advanced companies in the field of lithium-ion technologies for energy storage", says
Sven
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The BMZ Group also sells its ESS through various partners in Europe and works with inverter
manufacturers such as SMA, Victron Energy and STUDER.

Environmentally-Friendly Lithium Ion Battery Technology
With the ESS 7.0, ESS 9.0 and ESS X, solar power users are more independent from
electricity prices and use the eco-friendly electricity they produce in house whenever they
need it. The ESS is an environmentally-friendly lithium-ion battery technology with a service
life of up to 20 years, and is ideal for private households and commercial facilities. Modular
lithium ion energy storage allows the photovoltaic energy you produce to be stored in battery
modules for later use. Excess energy can be fed into the network in a targeted manner.

About BMZ Group
The BMZ Group is a global player in lithium-ion system solution production. BMZ is a system
supplier for many types of products such as energy storage systems, E-bikes, large-scale
batteries for buses, forklifts, E-boats, industrial trucks, street sweepers, aerospace
applications, power and garden tools, and medical equipment. Around 2,300 employees work
for the BMZ Group across the globe. This results in cost advantages for our customers. BMZ
Group is a global player in the production of lithium-ion system solutions. The Group is
headquartered in Germany and has production facilities in China, Poland and the USA as well
as offices in Japan and France. In addition, there are research & development facilities
worldwide. BMZ has more than 20 years of experience with over 2,000 customers and
implements around 250 new projects every year.

About Hans H. Schive AS
Hans H. Schive AS has for more than 3 decades been a respected supplier of battery solutions
and cells to the industrial and offshore market. With its strong in-house battery design
competence and local assembly capabilities, Hans H. Schive AS has achieved a unique
position in the Lithium primary and Lithium-Ion market for demanding customer applications.
Hans H. Schive AS has in-depth knowledge to specify and build customer specific batteries
for industrial, high temperature, offshore and subsea applications, and has also become a
leading supplier of energy storage systems used in both onshore, offshore and subsea
applications.
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